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The analysis of repeated measures or panel data allows control of
some of the biases which plague other observational studies, par-
ticularly unmeasured confounding. When this bias is suspected,
and the research question is: ‘Does a change in an exposure
cause a change in the outcome?’, a fixed effects approach can
reduce the impact of confounding by time-invariant factors, such
as the unmeasured characteristics of individuals. Epidemiologists
familiar with using mixed models may initially presume that spe-
cifying a random effect (intercept) for every individual in the study
is an appropriate method. However, this method uses information
from both the within-individual/unit exposure-outcome association
and the between-individual/unit exposure-outcome association.
Variation between individuals may introduce confounding bias
into mixed model estimates, if unmeasured time-invariant factors
are associated with both the exposure and the outcome. Fixed ef-
fects estimators rely only on variation within individuals and hence
are not affected by confounding from unmeasured time-invariant
factors. The reduction in bias using a fixed effects model may come
at the expense of precision, particularly if there is little change in
exposures over time. Neither fixed effects nor mixed models control
for unmeasured time-varying confounding or reverse causation.

The problem with observational
studies
Epidemiology is concerned with discovering and
understanding the causal relationships between ex-
posures and health outcomes.1 A lack of causal evi-
dence leads to denial and inaction around harmful
exposures (such as tobacco, until sufficient evidence
was produced to demonstrate its link to lung cancer
and other diseases)2 or inappropriate action (e.g. rec-
ommending postmenopausal women to take hormone
replacement therapy to reduce the risk of cardiovas-
cular disease).3,4 To avoid these pitfalls, epidemiolo-
gists seek causal estimates of exposure-outcome
associations that are not affected by bias, particularly

bias from confounding, selection and measurement
error.5 Observational studies come under particularly
severe scrutiny as, unlike ‘gold-standard’ randomized
controlled trials (RCTs), participants are not assigned
to an exposure or intervention by chance. Therefore,
the exposed and non-exposed groups are likely to be
different in important ways, due to self-selection and
other processes, and this may bias estimation of the
exposure-outcome relationship (e.g. by introducing
confounding).1 Some of this difference may be due
to observable and measurable factors (measured
confounders) and some to unobserved or unknown
factors (unmeasured confounders).6

Despite the limitations of observational studies, they
are widely used in epidemiology where RCTs are not
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appropriate, ethical, feasible or where they provide
evidence only for a highly selected group of individ-
uals which is not widely generalizable to heteroge-
neous populations.7–9 Natural experiments, where
the ‘treatment’ (e.g. a lottery win, policy or law
change) occurs in a random and often unexpected
manner, may provide causal evidence. However,
these require that appropriate data is collected
during the experiment, including suitable, valid ex-
ogenous variables (which are not determined by any
other variables of interest)6 that can be used in in-
strumental variable analyses. Thus true natural ex-
periments are rare and many give results that are
not widely generalizable.10,11 Longitudinal or panel
surveys which gather repeated measures on the
same individuals over time are the best observational
studies to limit the effects of bias and improve causal
estimation, while remaining representative of whole
populations.12–14 In particular, applying fixed effects
methods developed in the econometric and multilevel
literature can reduce the impact of some types of con-
founding, in appropriate circumstances.13,15,16 The
central idea of these methods, applied to longitudinal
data, is that changes over time comprise within-indi-
vidual (variation in each individual’s own exposures
or outcomes) and between-individual (variation
across individuals) components. Modelling the
within-individual component opens the door to
removing all time-invariant confounding, as each in-
dividual acts as their own control.13

Consider the causal question of whether changes in
income lead to changes in health, which may be con-
founded by measured time-invariant confounders
such as sex, ethnicity and education, and unmeasured
time-invariant confounders such as intelligence, abil-
ity, beliefs and social upbringing. Although it is well
established that people with lower socioeconomic pos-
ition have worse health outcomes, the recommenda-
tion that often follows from this observation, that
interventions to raise socioeconomic position will im-
prove health, are based on limited evidence.5,17 All
estimators of exposure-outcome associations have to
deal explicitly with the fact that these associations are
potentially biased by individual, and often unknown,
characteristics (between-individual differences), that
include time-invariant individual-level confounders.
However, within-individual changes in income and
health can be used to give an estimate of the exposure
(income)–outcome(health) association that is not af-
fected by time-invariant confounding bias—provided
the estimator used is unbiased and consistent. One
simple regression-based approach that has these prop-
erties under certain assumptions, and is well estab-
lished in the econometric literature, has become
known as the ‘fixed effects’ model. More properly
this is an ‘unobserved effects model’, and to avoid
later confusion we note that the term ‘fixed effects’
is synonymous with regression estimators that control
for some types of unmeasured confounders. This

usage is quite distinct from that of the statistical lit-
erature, where it is often met in the context of
random effects or mixed models. In statistical
jargon, a fixed effect is a parameter associated with
an entire population (to be estimated) and a random
effect is a parameter describing the variability of ex-
perimental units (e.g. individuals) drawn randomly
from the population.18 This distinction is irrelevant
for unobserved (‘fixed’) effects models, since estima-
tion is unbiased and consistent regardless of whether
‘effects’ are considered fixed or random provided
model assumptions are satisfied (see later).

In what follows we focus on methods for estimating
effects of changes over time at an individual level.
Where estimates averaged over the population in ques-
tion are sought, population average models (e.g. gener-
alized estimating equations or GEE) can be useful.19

Fixed effects methods to control
for confounding
Kaufman 2008 notes that the econometric fixed ef-
fects estimate, which relies solely on within-individ-
ual changes, ‘eliminates confounding by all [of these]
innumerable and unmeasurable influences. This is the
really remarkable promise of the fixed effects model,
and one that makes it so attractive for social epidemi-
ology, where exposures are often heavily confounded
by myriad contextual, behavioural and attitudinal
quantities that would be difficult to assess exhaust-
ively.’16 In this statement, Kaufman highlights the
value of the fixed effects model in controlling for
time-invariant unmeasured confounding, although
glossing over its inability to control for other import-
ant biases, such as reverse causation and time-varying
unmeasured confounding.

To demonstrate how a fixed effects model controls for
time-invariant confounding when applied to longitu-
dinal data, consider a causal linear model where out-
come yit for the ith of N individuals measured at time t is
predicted by time-varying (xit) and time-invariant (Zi)
exposures. Defining "it as the random error term (rep-
resenting ‘disturbances’ to the outcome, assumed to be
homoscedastic, i.e. have constant variance across time),
�0t as the intercept and �i as a time-invariant covariate
representing unmeasured time-invariant confounding,
then the linear causal model is (Equation 1):

yit ¼ �0t þ �1xit þ �2Zi þ �i þ "it: ð1Þ

For estimation, covariates are random variables
(random samples from a population) that are not
required to be independent of each other or of �i, so
they can genuinely represent confounders which in-
fluence both the exposure and outcome. However,
there are some restrictive assumptions around their
relationship with the disturbances "it (see later
under Limitations). One approach to estimation in
the linear regression context uses the fixed effects
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‘dummy’ method, treating �i as N unknown param-
eters,20 equivalent to a fixed intercept for each indi-
vidual.13 But calculating the model in this way is
prohibitive for large samples (with many �i to esti-
mate) and the dummy variables are typically ‘nuis-
ance’ variables of no inherent interest.

An alternative and computationally less demanding
way to calculate the linear fixed effects model is the
mean-centring approach. In this case the mean (over
time) of measurements for each individual is sub-
tracted from all the individual’s measurements. The
time-invariant terms (which are not independently
identifiable) are eliminated in the mean-centring
Equation (2), and only parameters associated with
time-varying covariates can be estimated by the
model.19 The model becomes:

y0it ¼ �0t þ �1x0it þ "
0
it; ð2Þ

where y0it ¼ yit � �yi, �yi is the mean of yit over time (and
similarly for x0it and "0it) for each individual. Using
either the dummy variable or the mean-centring ap-
proach achieves the objective of removing terms rep-
resenting measured and unmeasured time-invariant
confounding (�2Zi and �i) from the model.

Both approaches can be estimated using standard
linear regression software, but the mean-centring ap-
proach requires a ‘degrees-of-freedom’ correction to
standard errors for time-varying parameters. In fact
many software packages (e.g. SAS, STATA) do this
automatically, and also provide a variety of adjustments
to standard errors for heteroscedasticity and serial cor-
relation to improve inference. The linear fixed effects
model has found wide application in the econometrics
literature, and we have used it here to illustrate key
concepts. However, in epidemiology, outcomes are
often categorical, and non-linear models assume greater
importance. In general non-linear fixed effects models
are more challenging but, for several non-linear models
important to epidemiologists, relatively straightforward
methods are available. These include conditioning the
parameter representing time-invariant confounding out
of the likelihood (logistic models) or explicitly model-
ling within-individual changes in a multilevel group-
mean-centred mixed model (ordinal models).13,21–23

Fixed effects models are therefore available for count
and categorical (including binary) outcomes, although
the consistency and bias of these estimators are more
sensitive to departures from assumptions than is the
case for linear fixed effects models. In particular, if het-
eroscedasticity is suspected, parameter estimates may
be biased, and providing robust standard errors (as in
the linear case) for a biased estimate makes little
sense.15,24

Comparison with mixed models
Mixed models are familiar to epidemiologists for deal-
ing with hierarchical or grouped data, particularly in the
context of research on neighbourhoods.25–27 Mixed

models are often loosely referred to as ‘random effects’
models and include both fixed (in the statistical sense—
see above) and random effects. In a simple longitudinal
random intercept mixed model, �i in Equation (1) is
assumed to be a random variable (one per individual
i) with its own probability distribution, typically
normal with zero mean. The key distinction between
mixed and (econometric) fixed effects models is
whether �i is assumed to be a confounder, i.e. correlated
with other covariates in the model.15 In the simple
random intercept mixed model, �i is assumed to be in-
dependent of other covariates in the model and if this
assumption is violated, as when �i represents unmeas-
ured confounding, the random/mixed effects estimator
is biased and inconsistent, and confounding bias will
not have been removed.19,28

Estimates from simple random intercept mixed
models combine variation both from within-individ-
uals and between-individuals.15,18,20,29 However, in
many longitudinal data analyses the ‘between-indi-
vidual’ differences are likely to include potential con-
founders—not only observed variables (such as
education, age, ethnicity, labour force status and
wealth, of importance for the causal question in this
example) but also unobserved variables (such as in-
telligence or genetic variability). If such unobserved
variables are important confounders, mixed model
estimates will not remove the significant bias intro-
duced by those confounders.

Using our previous example, income is likely to be
correlated with time-invariant unmeasured confoun-
ders represented by �i and hence the application of a
mixed model to the research question of whether
changes in income cause changes in health is unhelp-
ful, since the estimator is biased and inconsistent
under these conditions. This applies particularly
where the number of individuals (N) is large but
the number of data collection points (T) relatively
small, as in most longitudinal data analyses. Where
T is also large, the mixed model estimate will be
dominated by within-individual variation and the dif-
ference between estimates from fixed effects and
simple random intercept mixed models is reduced.15

Figure 1 heuristically demonstrates this via results
from a simulation, highlighting two units (‘individuals’
A and B) with observations on continuous exposure x
and continuous outcome y at five time points (solid dot
points), with fixed effects (FE—solid lines) and random
effects (RE—dotted lines) slopes fitted for each unit.
The cloud of data points represent the full simulated
longitudinal dataset to which the pooled model is
fitted. The pooled (P—dashed line) estimator does not
model individual-specific effects (to account for un-
measured confounding) or account for serial correlation
(where random disturbances across time for the same
individual are correlated). The simulation parameters
were chosen to make the difference between the RE
and FE estimators clear, with a large N (1000 units),
small number of time points (T¼ 5) and substantial
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unmeasured confounding (correlation between ‘un-
measured’ confounder and exposure was 0.8). All of
these factors increase the error in the RE estimator.15

The Appendix contains more detailed information
about the simulation (available as Supplementary
data at IJE online).

In this simulation, the mixed random intercept regres-
sion model (RE) correctly treats longitudinal data as
grouped (at the individual level), but does not control
for unmeasured confounders and therefore does not
provide a reliable estimate of causal interest (the average
of the within-individual slopes, given by FE).
Technically, mixed model random intercepts are
‘shrunk’ towards the overall intercept from the pooled
model so that the slope estimate from the mixed model
lies between the fixed effects and pooled estimates.18

One way to formally test whether the orthogonality
assumption (no unmeasured time-invariant con-
founding) required by the linear random intercept
mixed model estimator holds is to use the Hausman
test statistic.30 If the null hypothesis (no statistically
significant difference between the fixed and random
effects estimates) is rejected, this is interpreted as evi-
dence against the orthogonality assumption and the
linear fixed effects model is preferred.

Limitations of fixed effects models
The main advantage of the fixed effects model is that
it only uses within-individual variation, but this can
lead to lack of precision (mixed models are potentially
more efficient, with narrower confidence intervals).
Another major disadvantage is that parameters for

time-invariant variables, such as sex and ethnicity,
are not estimated (since they do not change in indi-
viduals over time). However, time-invariant covariates
may be interacted with time-varying exposures of
interest, e.g. to investigate whether the effect of
income on health varies by sex, poverty status or edu-
cational attainment.13 Similarly, fixed effects models
are not useful for investigating the exposure-outcome
association in respondents who do not change their
exposure levels (e.g. the effect of persistent low
income on health), or appear in just one time
period, because only observations where the exposure
varies contribute to the fixed effects estimate (see
Appendix: Figure A1, available as Supplementary
data at IJE online).

Basic fixed effects models work under the assumption
of strict exogeneity, which prohibits some types of feed-
back from past outcomes to current covariates and cur-
rent outcome to future covariates. Under this
assumption, having controlled for a given set of (pos-
sibly lagged) covariates at each time point, past values
of the selected covariates cannot independently modify
the current outcome and past outcomes cannot inde-
pendently modify future values of those covariates.
However, this assumption may be problematic in
some situations of interest to epidemiologist. Figure 2
presents a simple directed acyclic graph of one exposure
and outcome over two time periods, highlighting de-
partures from the strict exogeneity assumption (in
dashed lines). These include unobserved time-varying
confounding (Figure 2, pathway B, e.g. where unmeas-
ured shifts in societal attitude to a health issue affect the
future reporting of the health outcome), reverse caus-
ation (Figure 2, pathway A, e.g. where health status
impacts on income level, as well as income affecting
health) and the presence of measurement error (not
shown in Figure 2).15 Dynamic fixed effects (single
equation) models have been developed with relaxed
exogeneity assumptions that allow the inclusion of a
time-lagged outcome (also known as state dependence,
Figure 2, pathway C).15 The initial conditions problem,
which may be important in dynamic fixed effects
models, is a particular example of unmeasured time-
varying confounding because the first observation of a
study is rarely the ‘true’ initial state31 and covariates
prior to the initial time period may affect the current
exposure and outcomes. Accounting for this bias by
including (endogenous) observed initial outcomes re-
quires additional assumptions about the static nature
of processes occurring before the study genesis, which
may not be sound. Similar remarks apply to condition-
ing unobserved initial outcomes out of the model
likelihood.15

More complex effects such as reverse causation re-
quire multiple equation methods: cross-lagged fixed ef-
fects structural equation models (SEMs) have been
used in this context,13,32 but have significant limitations
in the presence of time-dependent confounding.33–35 In
circumstances where there are complex dynamics of
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Figure 1 Results of simulation showing the difference be-
tween random effects(RE, dotted line) and fixed effects (FE,
stepped line) models using five observations each on two
individuals: A (dots) and B (bold dots) and relationship to
estimator from a pooled model (P, dashed line) using data
from all simulated points (cloud of small dots)
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evolving exposures and outcomes, standard regression
models (including simple random intercept mixed
models and econometric fixed effects models) are lim-
ited and more advanced causal models (e.g. g-method
causal estimators) may be required to provide unbiased
results.34,36,37 Even then, validation studies or sensitiv-
ity analyses may be needed to test for bias from unmeas-
ured confounding.38

Conclusion
When analysing longitudinal survey data, econometric
fixed effects models provide a method for assessing ex-
posure-outcome associations adjusted for all time-in-
variant confounding and measured time-varying
confounding. These models are useful for assessing ex-
posure-outcome associations when there is a large
number of respondents, low dropout and regular, de-
tailed data collection over time (typical of longitudinal
data), when the strict exogeneity conditions are defens-
ible, and where exposures change over time for at least
some respondents. For analyses of persons within clus-
ters (e.g. neighbourhoods), where the number of units
can be small but the number of observations in each

unit is large, simple random intercept mixed models
are often preferred to fixed effects models as they can
be more efficient and have greater flexibility in dealing
with individual observations at multiple levels.39 Fixed
effects models are a useful and easily applied explora-
tory tool where time-invariant confounding is likely to
cause significant bias in causal estimates. More complex
models may be required when reverse causation, state
dependence or unmeasured time-varying confounding
are likely to violate the fixed effects model assumptions.

Supplementary Data
Supplementary data are available at IJE online.
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KEY MESSAGES

� Fixed effects models are a useful exploratory tool when applied to longitudinal data because they
control for all time-invariant confounding, both measured and unmeasured, by using only the
changes in exposure occurring within individuals to estimate the outcome.

� The major limitation of fixed effects models is the inability to control for other biases which may be
important in longitudinal data analysis, including reverse causation and time-varying confounding.

Figure 2 Directed acyclic graph (DAG) depicting potential correlations (in dashed lines) between repeated measures of an
exposure (x1 and x2) and outcome (y1 and y2) that violate the assumption of strict exogeneity
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